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1. Introduction

It -as found by early satellite measurements that high energy parti-

cles are observed at the altitude between about 200 and 300 km over the

couth Atlantic Ocean. Results of measurements have been reported for

Pnssian satellites ~ and American satellites ~ . These measurements

were mainly performed i?y Geiger's counters or scintillation counters

and used electric fields to select low energy particle or spectrometers

of magnetic fieldB .

For Japanese scientific satellite, the OHZORA satellite launched in

February 1984 first performed the measurement of high energy particles?

The instrument on board the OHZORA satellite used silicon detectors of

?ood energy resolution so that fine measurements of energy spectra and

pitch angle distributions of electrons and protons were carried out.

However, since the intensity of particles varied in a wide range (10

10 particles/str.cm .s), the counting rate occasionally exceeded the

ability of electric circuits of a single instrument. Therefore, to ob-

serve particle characteristics over the South Atlantic Ocean in detail,

we need at least two spectrometers with different geometrical factors

<cm .fttr) and with silicon detectors of a fine energy resolution. In

this proposal, we would like to describe the purpose and method of a

tolfit observation between Japan and Brazil of high energy particles in

the South Atlantic Geomagnetic Anomaly.

2. Objectives of the measurement

The purpose of collaborative measurements by Japan and Brazil of

high en-rgy electrons and protons in the South Atlantic Geomagnetic

Afiomaly is stated in the following.

2.1. Observation of particle intensity and energy spectra

Infertilities (count «/str .cm . ) of electrons (0.19 - 3.2 McV ) and

proton* 10. M <SM»V i moa&tired in one revolution of th<» OHZORA *»t»)litf
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Figure 1. Intensities of electron* and protons along the trajectory of

the OHZORA satellite. ALT(KM) is the altitude curve of the satellite.

PITCH 1,2 «hows the pitch angles of the sensor-1 and sensor-2. The

curve in the map shows the projection of the satellite orbit. The

ryclic intensity variations of the sensor-2 data show the spin effect

at the rate of 0.7 spin/min.
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Fiqure 2. High electron intensity zone (between the two vertical lines)

at equatorial regions observed by the OHZORA satellite.
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Figure 3. The low latitude particle precipitation zones .

The bold lines «how the peaks of the partic)»» precipitation

regions at L--1.6-1.8. No particle precipitation is observed over the

Worth Atlantic Ocean and Europe.



Table 1. SpedflcalIons of the telescope» to observe the htgn
energy electrons and protons.

Spectrometers Silicon ExE telescope 2 units
Energy Ranges Electron 0.0S - 1.0 NeV

Proton 0.4 - 16. NeV
Intensity Ranges 1 0 o - 107 particles/c«*sr see
Energy Channels Electron 8 channels

Proton 8 channels
Geometrical Factor Telescope 1 0.001 csr'sr

Telescope If 0.1 c»2**r
Look Direction 0° and 90° to spin axis
Velght 2.0 Kg
Power 2.5 ¥

are shown in fig.l. DCLTA-E in the figure indicates the AE x E telescope

and shows the intensities of electrons (0.05 - 0.18 MeV) and protons (0.58

- 3.3 MeV) measured by the AE detector. The instrument was composed of

two detectors and the upper three panels are results by the sensor-1 and

the lower three panels are taken by the sensor-2. In the time between

llhl5m(UT) and Ilh35m, the intensity exceeds 10 counts/str.cm .s over the

South Atlantic. The telescope on board the satellite OHZORA had a geomet-

rical factor Sft « 0.14 cm .str so that the intensity of about 10 counts/

str.cm .s was the upper limit of the electronics counting circuit. As a

result of this, to measure precisely the intensity over than 10 counts/

str.cm .s we need a telescope whose geometrical factor S&= 10 cm .str.

If the intensity is measured correctly, the power law of an energy spec-

trum will be determined. Previous measurements ' show that components

of electrons whose energy is larger than 1 MeV and of protons whose energy

is larger than 10 MeV are small so that we design the energy realon small-

er than these values.

2.2- Observation of pitch angle distribution

In Fig.l, at the sensor-2 rotates around the magnetic field with 0.7

spin/min, pitch angle distributions are seen. It is evident that tne

intensity is maximum at about 90* and is minimum at 0* and 180* against

the magnetic field direction. Since the intensity becomes maximum at 90 ,

a telescope with a smaller Sfi is also necessary to measure the intensity

at 90* . With this telescope, pitch angle distributions in the center of

the South Atlantic Geomagnetic Anomaly, where the intensity is high, will

be obtained.

2.3. Hiqh electron intensity region

The instrument on board OHZORA detected the larger intensity for

electrons than protons in the equatorial region of the South Atlantic

Geomagnetic Anomaly. Usually the proton intensity is larger than electrons

as «hown in Fig.2, nowever, the region surrounded by the two lines has the

opposite characteristics. The region Is located in Lat.3* - -14 and

Lonq.Hl* - 314* and its altitude is about 700km. Its L value is 1.1 -

1.7 wruch is th>» minimum L value for the trajectories of OHZORA. It is

considered to be due to enhanced ionization electrons by the interaction

.51.
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of particles with atmospheric neutral particles since mirror points are

lower. In this case, increase of the electron temperature was also ob-

served. However, the intensity is lower in the region L - 1.1 - 1.2 so

that telescopes with a larger SS is needed to determine whether the elec-

trons are trapped or precipitating from pitch angle distributions.

2.4. Low latitude zones
a

Precipitation regions in L - 1.6 - 1.8 are shown in Fig.3 . The bold

lines show the regions where the intensity of precipitating particles were

higher. Precipitating particles were not observed over the North Atlantic

Ocean and Europe. The reason of this is assumed to be that mirror points

in the South Atlantic (Geomagnetic Anomaly are so low that the particles

are absorbed to the atmosphere Within a one bounce motion. It may be

clarified by simultaneous observations with ground facilities.

2.5. Geographical distribution

Voss and Smith have shown the geographical distribution of electron

intensity at the altitude of 500 Km. Nagata et al. have summarized the

geographical distributions of electrons and protons in the altitudes of

350 - 500 km, 500 - 600 km, 600 - 700 km and 700 - 850 km. The data by Voss

and Smith are only at 500 km and distributions of intensity larger than

10 counts/str.cm .8 are not obvious for the data by Nagata et al. .

Therefore, we intend to obtain intensity distributions of particles larger

than 10 counts/str.cm .s with the telescope of small Sfi.

3. Telescopes

The cross sections of telescopes to measure high energy particles

are shown in Fig.4. The telescopes are proposed by the cooperative study

between Japan and Brazil. To measure wide ranges of particle intensity,

two telescopes, i.e., one ( telescope-I) is of smaller sQ. (Sfl = 0.001cm .

str) and the other (telescope-I I) is of larger sQ (Sii - 0.1cm2.str) will

be on board a satellite. These two telescopes cover the range of particle

intensity from 1 to 10 particles/cm .str.s. Each telescope consists of

five silicon detectors (Dl - D5) and each detector is of silicon surface

barrier type.

Identification between electrons and protons is performed by the AE -

E telescope. The &E detector is a silicon detector with a thickness

60ym. For the E detector, three silicon detectors with a thickness 0.5mm

are used. D5 is ãn anti-coincidence detector. The sum of the thickness

of the AE and E detectors is 1.58 mm which corresponds to the energy ranges

of 0.05 - 1.0 MeV for electrons and of 0.4 - 14 MeV for protons. A pulse

height analyzer to obtain energy spectra of particles is 8 channels whose

separations are chosen to be logarhythmic steps.

To observe pitch angle distributions, one telescope will be mounted

parallel to the spin axis and the other to perpendicullar to the spin axis

of the satellite.

4. Electronic system

The block diagram of an electronic system is shown in Fig.5. The

.33.



discriminate level ot the OE detector is chosen to be 120 keV so that par-

ticles whose energy loss is smaller than 120 keV are considered to be

electrons and whbte energy loss is larger than that are protons. The

output from each detector is amplified by a preampl 'ier (PA). Then the

sum of Dl - D4 detectors, which is obtained by a sun amplifier, gives the

energy of an incident particle. The output of a low level discriminator

(Amp a LLD) is monitored by coincidence rogic circuits which identity

electrons or protons by judging that the output level of the At detector

is larger than 120 keV or not. The sum of signals from Dl - D4 detectors

goes to an AD converter (ADC) to be logarhythmically compressed and then

is sent to the ground.

Commands from the ground tracking station control ON-OFF of the in-

strument, HK(housekeeping) and the high voltage through a spacecraft

interface (SC Interface).

5. Data analysis

Data obtained are the intensities (counts/cm .str.s) of electrons

and protons and 8 channel energy spectra. Pitch angle distributions

will be measured by the direction of the detector against the magnetic

field and particle intensities.

Temperatures of the detectors and electric circuits are monitored

to confirm the correct operation of the instrument.
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